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Abstract 

Prime numbers
 
are the basic numbers and are crucial important. There are many conjectures concerning primes are challenging 

mathematicians for hundreds of years. Goldbach's conjecture is one of the oldest and best-known unsolved problems in number 

theory and in all of mathematics. A kaleidoscope can produce an endless variety of colorful patterns and it looks like a magic, but 

when you open it, it contains only very simple, loose, colored objects such as beads or pebbles and bits of glass. Goldbach’s 

conjecture is about all numbers, the pattern of prime numbers likes a “kaleidoscope” of numbers, here we divided any even numbers 

into 10 groups  and primes into 4 groups,  Goldbach’s conjecture will be much simpler. Here we give a clear proof for Goldbach's 

conjecture based on the fundamental theorem of arithmetic and Euclid's proof that the set of prime numbers is endless. 
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Introduction  

Prime numbers
1 

are the basic numbers and are crucial important. There are many conjectures concerning primes are challenging 

mathematicians for hundreds of years and many “advanced mathematics tools” are used to solve them, but they are still unsolved.  

I believe that prime numbers are “basic building blocks” of the natural numbers and they must follow some very simple basic rules 

and do not need “advanced mathematics tools” to solve them. One of the basic rules is the “fundamental theorem of arithmetic” and 

the “simplest tools” are Euclid’s proof of endless prime numbers and fundamental theorem of arithmetic. 

Fundamental theorem of arithmetic: 

The crucial importance of prime numbers to number theory and mathematics in general stems from the fundamental theorem of 

arithmetic
2
, which states that every integer larger than 1 can be written as a product of one or more primes in a way that is unique 

except for the order of the prime factors.
[1]

 Primes can thus be considered the “basic building blocks” of the natural numbers.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bead
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pebble
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fundamental_theorem_of_arithmetic
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Divisor
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prime_number#cite_note-2


Euclid's proof
3
 that the set of prime numbers is endless 

The proof works by showing that if we assume that there is a biggest prime number, then there is a contradiction. 

We can number all the primes in ascending order, so that P1 = 2, P2 = 3, P3 = 5 and so on. If we assume that there are just n primes, 

then the biggest prime will be labeled Pn. Now we can form the number Q by multiplying together all these primes and adding 1, so 

Q = (P1 × P2 × P3 × P4... × Pn) + 1 

Now we can see that if we divide Q by any of our n primes there is always a remainder of 1, so Q is not divisible by any of the primes, 

but we know that all positive integers are either primes or can be decomposed into a product of primes. This means that either Q must 

be a prime or Q must be divisible by primes that are larger than Pn. 

Our assumption that Pn is the biggest prime has led us to a contradiction, so this assumption must be false, so there is no biggest prime 

and the set of prime numbers is endless. 

Discussions  

Goldbach's conjecture is one of the oldest and best-known unsolved problems in number theory and in all of mathematics. It states: 

Every even integer greater than 2 can be expressed as the sum of two primes. 

 

If N is an even integer: 

N= N/2 + N/2 = (N/2+m) + (N/2-m);  m = 0, 1, 2, 3,……M. We need to prove [(N/2+m] and [N/2-m] can be primes at same time. 

A kaleidoscope can produce an endless variety of colorful patterns and it looks like a magic, but when you open it, it contains only 

very simple, loose, colored objects such as beads or pebbles and bits of glass. Goldbach’s conjecture is about all numbers, the pattern 

of prime numbers likes a “kaleidoscope” of numbers, if we divide any even numbers into 10 groups and primes into 4 groups,  

Goldbach’s conjecture will be much simpler. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Even_and_odd_numbers
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Integer
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prime_number
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bead
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pebble


If a number (N>3) is not divisible by 3 or any prime which is smaller or equal to N/3, it must be a prime. Any number is divisible by 7, 

it have 1/3 chance is divisible by 3, any number is divisible by 11, it have 1/3 chance is divisible by 3 and 1/7 chance is divisible by 7, 

any number is divisible by 13, it has 1/3 chance to be divisible 3 and 1/7 chance to be divisible by 7, and 1/11 chance to be divisible 

by 11, so on, so we have terms: 1/3, 1/7x2/3, 1/11x2/3x6/7, 1/13x2/3x6/7x10/11…, 

Let No represent any odd number, the chance of No to be a non-prime is: [(1/3) + (1/7x2/3) + (1/11x2/3x6/7) + (1/13x2/3x6/7x10/11) + 

(1/17x2/3x6/7x10/11x12/13) +(1/19x2/3x6/7x10/11x12/13x16/17)+ (1/23x2/3x6/7x10/11x12/13x16/17x18/19)  

+(1/29x2/3x6/7x10/11x12/13x16/17x18/19x22/23) + (1/31x2/3x6/7x10/11x12/13x16/17x18/19x22/23x28/29) + 

(1/37x2/3x6/7x10/11x12/13x16/17x18/19x22/23x28/29x30/31) + 

(1/41x2/3x6/7x10/11x12/13x16/17x18/19x22/23x28/29x30/31x36/37) + 

(1/43x2/3x6/7x10/11x12/13x16/17x18/19x22/23x28/29x30/31x36/37x40/41) + 

(1/47x2/3x6/7x10/11x12/13x16/17x18/19x22/23x28/29x30/31x36/37x40/41x42/43) + …]} -------Formula 1 

Any odd number cannot be divisible by 2 and any odd number with 5 as its last digit is not a prime except 5. 

Let ∑ represent the sum of the infinite terms and ∆=1-∑, according to Euclid's proof
3
 that the set of prime numbers is endless. ∆ is the 

chance of any odd number to be a prime. ∑ may be very close to 1 when N is growing to ∞, but always less than 1. Let ∆=1-∑, when 

N is growing to ∞,  ∆ may be very close to 0, but always more than 0 according to Euclid's proof
3
 that the set of prime numbers is 

endless. If ∆ is 0, then there is no prime, that is not true. 

The sum of first 20 terms = [(1/3)  + (1/7x2/3) + (1/11x2/3x6/7) + (1/13x2/3x6/7x10/11) + (1/17x2/3x6/7x10/11x12/13) 

+(1/19x2/3x6/7x10/11x12/13x16/17)+ (1/23x2/3x6/7x10/11x12/13x16/17x18/19)  +(1/29x2/3x6/7x10/11x12/13x16/17x18/19x22/23) 

+ (1/31x2/3x6/7x10/11x12/13x16/17x18/19x22/23x28/29) + (1/37x2/3x6/7x10/11x12/13x16/17x18/19x22/23x28/29x30/31) + 

(1/41x2/3x6/7x10/11x12/13x16/17x18/19x22/23x28/29x30/31x36/37) + 

(1/43x2/3x6/7x10/11x12/13x16/17x18/19x22/23x28/29x30/31x36/37x40/41) + 

(1/47x2/3x6/7x10/11x12/13x16/17x18/19x22/23x28/29x30/31x36/37x40/41x42/43) + 

(1/53x2/3x6/7x10/11x12/13x16/17x18/19x22/23x28/29x30/31x36/37x40/41x42/43x46/47) + 



(1/59x2/3x6/7x10/11x12/13x16/17x18/19x22/23x28/29x30/31x36/37x40/41x42/43x46/47x52/53) + 

(1/61x2/3x6/7x10/11x12/13x16/17x18/19x22/23x28/29x30/31x36/37x40/41x42/43x46/47x52/53x58/59) + 

(1/67x2/3x6/7x10/11x12/13x16/17x18/19x22/23x28/29x30/31x36/37x40/41x42/43x46/47x52/53x58/59x60/61) + 

(1/71x2/3x6/7x10/11x12/13x16/17x18/19x22/23x28/29x30/31x36/37x40/41x42/43x46/47x52/53x58/59x60/61x66/67) + 

(1/73x2/3x6/7x10/11x12/13x16/17x18/19x22/23x28/29x30/31x36/37x40/41x42/43x46/47x52/53x58/59x60/61x66/67x70/71) + 

(1/79x2/3x6/7x10/11x12/13x16/17x18/19x22/23x28/29x30/31x36/37x40/41x42/43x46/47x52/53x58/59x60/61x66/67x70/71x72/73)  

=[0.333333 + 0.095238 + 0.051948 + 0.039960 +0.028207 + 0.023753 + 0.018590 + 0.014102 + 0.012738 + 0.010328 + 0.009370 + 

0.008436 + 0.007538 + 0.006543 + 0.005766 + 0.005483 + 0.004910 + 0.004564 + 0.004377 + 0.003831] =0.689015 

For the first 20 term: ∑ = 0.689015, ∆=1-∑ =0.310985 

The chance of No to be a prime is: ∆=1-[[(1/3) + (1/7x2/3) + (1/11x2/3x6/7) + (1/13x2/3x6/7x10/11) + (1/17x2/3x6/7x10/11x12/13) + 

(1/19x2/3x6/7x10/11x12/13x16/17) + (1/23x2/3x6/7x10/11x12/13x16/17x18/19) + (1/29x2/3x6/7x10/11x12/13x16/17x18/19x22/23) 

+ (1/31x2/3x6/7x10/11x12/13x16/17x18/19x22/23x28/29) + (1/37x2/3x6/7x10/11x12/13x16/17x18/19x22/23x28/29x30/31) + 

(1/41x2/3x6/7x10/11x12/13x16/17x18/19x22/23x28/29x30/31x36/37) + 

(1/43x2/3x6/7x10/11x12/13x16/17x18/19x22/23x28/29x30/31x36/37x40/41) + 

(1/47x2/3x6/7x10/11x12/13x16/17x18/19x22/23x28/29x30/31x36/37x40/41x42/43 + …]} -------Formula 2  

Let us consider the following cases: 

1. When any even integer (N) has 0 as its last digit, such as 10, 20, 30, 40, 110, 120, 1120, 1130,…, then N/2 has only 0 or 5 as its 

last digit: 

1a. Except 5 and 2, any prime must have 1, 3, 7, or 9 as its last digit. When both N and N/2 have 0 as their last digit, then N must be 

20, 30, 40, 60, 80, 100, 120,…, N. For enough large number N, Let’s consider N=O1+O2 = (N/2+L+3) + (N/2-L-3), O1 and O2 is an 

odd number. O1>O2, O1-O2=2L+6, L=0, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30….L, O1-O2=2L+6=6, 26, 46, 66, 86, 106, 126,…,(2L+6), then O1 is an 

odd number with 3 as its last digit,  O2 is an odd number with 7 as its last digit.  



Also we can have N=O1+O2=(N/2+L+7)+(N/2-L-7), O1 and O2 is an odd number. O1>O2, O1-O2=2L+14, L=0, 10, 20, 30….L, O1-

O2=2L+14=14, 34, 54, 74, 94, 114, 134,…(2L+14), then O1 is an odd number with 7 as its last digit,  O2 is an odd number with 3 as its 

last digit. 

Then, we have odd number pairs as listed in table 1: 

Table 1. The odd number pairs in N=O1+O2=(N/2+L+3)+(N/2-L-3) and N=O1+O2=(N/2+L+7)+(N/2-L-7) 

N-7 N-17 N-37 N-47 N-67 N-97 … N/2+L+3 N/2-L-7 … 83 73 53 43 23 13 3 

7 17 37 47 67 97 … N/2-L-3 N/2+L+7 … N-83 N-73 N-53 N-43 N-23 N-13 N-3 

 

Let $1 represents a prime with 1 as its last digit, such as 11, 31, 41, 61, 71, 101, 131, 151, 181, 191,…; $3 represents a prime with 3 as 

its last digit, such as 3, 13, 23, 43, 53, 73, 83, 103, 113, 163, 193….; $7 represents a prime with 7 as its last digit, such as, 7, 17, 37, 47, 

67, 97, 107, 127, 137, 157, 167, 197…; and $9 represents a prime with 9 as its last digit, such as 19, 29, 59, 79, 89, 109, 139, 149, 179, 

199,….  

Let O1 represents an odd number with 1 as its last digit, such as 11, 21, 31, 41, 51, 61, 71,…; O3 represents an odd number with 3 as 

its last digit, such as 3, 13, 23, 33, 43, 53, 63, 73,….; O7 represents an odd number with 7 as its last digit, such as, 7, 17, 27, 37, 47, 

57, 67, 77…; and O9 represents an odd number with 9 as its last digit, such as 9, 19, 29, 39, 49, 59, 69, 79,…. 

Fundamental theorem of arithmetic states that every integer larger than 1 can be written as a product of one or more primes in a way 

that is unique except for the order of the prime factors. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Divisor


Every odd number with 3 as its last digit is a product of $3x$1 or $7x$9; $1 is decided by $3 or $3 is decided by $1and $9 is decided 

by $7 or $7 is decided by 9, so we need to consider only $3 and $7, $1 and $9, $3 and $9, or $1 and $7.  

For number N, there are 5 x N/10 odd numbers, N/10 odd numbers with 1 as its last digit, N/10 odd numbers with 3 as its last digit, 

N/10 odd numbers with 5 as its last digit, N/10 odd numbers with 7 as its last digit, and N/10 odd numbers with 9 as its last digit. Odd 

numbers with 5 as its last digit is not primes except 5. According to Euclid's proof, primes are endless and it is easy to prove that 

prime with 1, 3, 7, or 9 as its last digit is also endless.  

Let’s select $3 to be a product of $3 and $1 or $7 and $9. If a number (N>3) is not divisible by 3 or any prime which is smaller or 

equal to N/3, it must be a prime;  any number is divisible by 7, it have 1/3 chance is divisible by 3; any number is divisible by 13, it 

has 1/3 chance to be divisible 3 and 1/7 chance to be divisible by 7, so on, so we have terms: 1/3, 1/7x2/3, 1/13x2/3x6/7…. For 

number N, there are N/10 odd number with 1 as its last digit, N/10 odd number with 3 as its last digit, N/10 odd number with 7 as its 

last digit, and N/10 odd number with 9 as its last digit. 

The chance of any odd number with 3 as its last digit to be a non-prime is: [(1/3) + (1/7x2/3) + (1/13x2/3x6/7) + (1/17x2/3x6/7x12/13) 

+ (1/23x2/3x12/13x6/7x16/17)  + (1/37x2/3x6/7x12/13x16/17x22/23) +  (1/43x2/3x6/7x16/17x36/37x12/13x22/23)+ 

(1/47x2/3x6/7x12/13x16/17x36/37x22/23x42/43) +…]} ----------(Formula 3) 

 The number (n) of primes in N/10 odd number with 3 as its last digit: n3=N/10 -{N/10[(1/3) + (1/7x2/3) + (1/13x2/3x6/7) + 

(1/17x2/3x6/7x12/13) + (1/23x2/3x12/13x6/7x16/17)  + (1/37x2/3x6/7x12/13x16/17x22/23) +  

(1/43x2/3x6/7x16/17x36/37x12/13x22/23)+ (1/47x2/3x6/7x12/13x16/17x36/37x22/23x42/43) +…]} ----------(Formula 4) 

For infinite terms, the number will grow slowly and will be close to 1, but never equal to 1 (if it equal to 1, we will have 0 prime) 

according to Euclid’s proof of endless prime numbers. Let ∑3 represents the sum of the above infinite terms and ∆3 represents the 

chance of any odd number to be a prime. When N is growing to ∞, and ∆3=1-∑3 may be close to 0, but never be 0. 

The sum of first 20 terms = [(1/3)  + (1/7x2/3) + (1/13x2/3x6/7) + (1/17x2/3x6/7x12/13) + (1/23x2/3x12/13x6/7x16/17) + 

(1/37x2/3x6/7x12/13x16/17x22/23)+(1/43x2/3x6/7x16/17x36/37x12/13x22/23)+ (1/47x2/3x6/7x12/13x16/17x36/37x22/23x42/43) + 

(1/53x2/3x6/7x12/13x16/17x36/37x22/23x42/43x46/47) + (1/67x2/3x6/7x12/13x16/17x36/37x22/23x42/43x46/47x52/53) + 

(1/73x2/3x6/7x12/13x16/17x36/37x22/23x42/43x46/47x52/53x66/67) + 

(1/83x2/3x6/7x12/13x16/17x36/37x22/23x42/43x46/47x52/53x66/67x72/73) + 



(1/97x2/3x6/7x12/13x16/17x36/37x22/23x42/43x46/47x52/53x66/67x72/73x82/83) + 

(1/103x2/3x6/7x12/13x16/17x36/37x22/23x42/43x46/47x52/53x66/67x72/73x82/83x96/97) + 

(1/107x2/3x6/7x12/13x16/17x36/37x22/23x42/43x46/47x52/53x66/67x72/73x82/83x96/97x102/103) + 

(1/113x2/3x6/7x12/13x16/17x36/37x22/23x42/43x46/47x52/53x66/67x72/73x82/83x96/97x102/103x106/107) + 

(1/127x2/3x6/7x12/13x16/17x36/37x22/23x42/43x46/47x52/53x66/67x72/73x82/83x96/97x102/103x106/107x112/113) + 

(1/137x2/3x6/7x12/13x16/17x36/37x22/23x42/43x46/47x52/53x66/67x72/73x82/83x96/97x102/103x106/107x112/113x126/127) +  

(1/157x2/3x6/7x12/13x16/17x36/37x22/23x42/43x46/47x52/53x66/67x72/73x82/83x96/97x102/103x106/107x112/113x126/127x13

6/137) +  

(1/163x2/3x6/7x12/13x16/17x36/37x22/23x42/43x46/47x52/53x66/67x72/73x82/83x96/97x102/103x106/107x112/113x126/127x13

6/137x156/157) = 

[1/3+1/10.5+1/22.75+1/32.23+1/46.33+1/77.92+1/93.07+1/104.15+1/120+1/164.61+1/171.01+1/197.14+1/233.2+1/250.2+1/262.47

+1/279.80+1/317.27+1/344.97+1/398.24+1/416.11=[0.333333+0.095238+0.043956+0.031028+0.021585+0.012834+0.010745+0.00

9602+0.008333+0.006075+0.005848+0.0050773+0.004288+0.003997+0.003810+0.003574+0.003152+0.002899+0.002511+0.0024

03+0.002331] =0.6102883 

For the first 20 term: ∑3 = 0.6103, ∆3=1-∑3 =0.3897 

For N=600, the smallest prime $1 is 11, it decided the possible largest prime $3 is 53, the smallest prime $9 is 19, but 3 x 3 is 9, so 

the possible largest prime $7 is 47, 47 x 3 x3=423 (the next will 67 x 3 x3=603>600), so we have: Prime number with 3 as its last 

digit=600/10 –{600/10[(1/3)+ (1/7x2/3) + (1/13x2/3x6/7) + (1/17x2/3x6/7x12/13) + (1/23x2/3x12/13x6/7x16/17)  + 

(1/37x2/3x6/7x12/13x16/17x22/23) +  (1/43x2/3x6/7x16/17x36/37x12/13x22/23)+ (1/47x2/3x6/7x12/13x16/17x36/37x22/23x42/43) 

+ (1/53x2/3x6/7x12/13x16/17x36/37x22/23x42/43x46/47)] = 600/10-600/10[0.333333 + 0.095238 + 0.043956 + 0.031028 + 

0.021585 + 0.012834 + 0.010745 + 0.009602 + 0.008333 = 60-60x0.566654 = 60-34 = 26, it is 3 less than 29 primes (in total 60 odd 

number) with 3 as their last digit from 1 to 600 because 600 is not a big enough number, when N is big enough, the calculated 

number will be very close to the real number of primes . For N=600, we have ∆3=1-∑3=1-0.566654 = 0.433346, every odd number 

with 3 as its last digit has almost 43% chance to be a prime number smaller than 600, every odd number with 3 as its last digit has 

more than 43% chance to be a prime; for a number bigger than 600, every odd number with 3 as its last digit has less than 43% 

chance to be a prime. 



Every odd number with 7 as its last digit is a product of $3x$9 or $7x$1; $1 is decided by $7 and $9 is decided by $3, so we need to 

consider only $3 and $7 (we have other selections too, $9 and $7, $9 and $1, or $3 and $1).  

The chance of any odd number with 7 as its last digit to be a non-prime is: [(1/3) + (1/7x2/3) + (1/13x2/3x6/7) + (1/17x2/3x6/7x12/13) 

+ (1/23x2/3x12/13x6/7x16/17)  + (1/37x2/3x6/7x12/13x16/17x22/23) +  (1/43x2/3x6/7x16/17x36/37x12/13x22/23)+ 

(1/47x2/3x6/7x12/13x16/17x36/37x22/23x42/43) +…]} ----------(Formula 3) 

The number (n) of primes in N/10 odd number with 7 as its last digit is: n=N/10 -{N/10[(1/3) + (1/7x2/3) + (1/13x2/3x6/7) + 

(1/17x2/3x6/7x12/13) + (1/23x2/3x12/13x6/7x16/17)  + (1/37x2/3x6/7x12/13x16/17x22/23) +  

(1/43x2/3x6/7x16/17x36/37x12/13x22/23)+ (1/47x2/3x6/7x12/13x16/17x36/37x22/23x42/43) + …]} --------Formula 4. 

That mean we have almost same number of primes with 7 as their last digit as the number of primes with 3 as their last digit.  From 

above formula, we can know smaller number N has high percentage to be primes than bigger number N.  

Let ∑7 represent the sum of the above infinitely terms. ∑7 =∑3, when N is growing to ∞, and ∆7=1-∑7 may be close to 0, but never be 

0. 

For simple, to find out at least one pair primes of (N/2+m) + (N/2-m), we need to fix (N/2+m) or (N/2-m) to be a prime as the list 

(half in left side and half in right side) in table 1. Let see $7=7 first (left side of table 1), we can know there is a bigger chance for (N-

$7) to be a prime with 3 as its last digit than (N-O7). If N-7 can be divisible by 7, then (N-7)+7 (=N) [7a + 7 = 7(a+1), 7a and 7(a+1) 

must be divisible by 7] will be divisible by 7, but N with 0 as its last digit and  only 70, 140, 210, 280, 350, 420, 490, 560, 630,… are 

divisible by 7, but we worked on only N and N/2 with 0 as their last digit, only 140, 280, 420, 560,…,(1 in 14) can be divisible by 7, 

so the term (1/7x13/14) should be taken off from Formula 3. 

For the next prime $7=17, (N-17) cannot be divisible by 17 except 340, 680,…, so (1/17x33/34) should be taken off from Formula 3, 

so on. 

Let n7 represents the total number of primes ($7) with 7 as their last digit in any number N,  the chance of every N-$7 with 3 as its last 

digit to be a prime is: ∆3=1-∑3 = 1– {[(1/3) + (1/7x2/3) + (1/13x2/3x6/7) + (1/17x2/3x6/7x12/13) + (1/23x2/3x12/13x6/7x16/17)  + 

(1/37x2/3x6/7x12/13x16/17x22/23) +  (1/43x2/3x6/7x16/17x36/37x12/13x22/23)+ (1/47x2/3x6/7x12/13x16/17x36/37x22/23x42/43) 

+…,]– [(1/7x13/14)] + (1/17x33/34) +(1/37x73/74)….]}---------Formula 5 



When the number of $7 is 5 or more, 5 x[(1/7x13/14) + (1/17x33/34) + (1/37x73/74)…]>1, so every 5 $7 will have at least 1 prime of 

N-$7 to form 1 pair of primes in which one has 7 as its last digit and another has 3 as its last digit and their sum is any number N in 

which N and N/2 have 0 as its last digit. 

For enough large number N, Let’s consider N=O1+O2=(N/2+L+1)+(N/2-L-1), O1 and O2 are odd numbers. O1>O2, O1-O2=2L+2, L=0, 

10, 20, 30….L, O1-O2=2L+2=2, 22, 42, 62, 82, 102, 122,…(2L+2), then O1 is an odd number with 1 as its last digit,  O2 is an odd 

number with 9 as its last digit.  

Also we can have N=O1+O2=(N/2+L+9)+(N/2-L-9), O1 and O2 are odd numbers. O1>O2, O1-O2=2L+18, L=0, 10, 20, 30….L, O1-

O2=2L+18=18, 38, 58, 78, 98, 118, 138,…, (2L+18), then O1 is an odd number with 9 as its last digit,  O2 is an odd number with 1 as 

its last digit. 

These odd number pairs are listed in table 2: 

Table 2. The odd number pairs in N = O1 + O2 = (N/2+L+1) + (N/2-L-1) and N = O1+O2=(N/2+L+9)+(N/2-L-9) 

N-9 N-19 N-29 N-39 N-59 N-79 N-89 … N/2+L+1 N/2-L-9 … 101 71 61 41 31 11 

9(3x3) 19 29 39 59 79 89 … N/2-L-1 N/2+L+9 … N-101 N-71 N-61 N-41 N-31 N-11 

 

Every odd number (O1) with 1 as its last digit is a product of $1x$1, $3x$7, and $9x$9. The first $9 is 19, but the odd number 9 = 3x3, 

so 3 is the smallest prime for $9. 



The chance of any odd number with 1 as its last digit to be a non-prime is: [(1/3) + (1/11x2/3) + (1/13x2/3x10/11)+ 

(1/19x2/3x10/11x12/13) +(1/23x2/3x10/11x12/13x18/19) + (1/29x2/3x10/11x12/13x18/19x22/23) + 

(1/31x2/3x10/11x12/13x18/19x22/23x28/29)  + (1/41x2/3x10/11x12/13x18/19x22/23x28/29x30/31) + 

(1/43x2/3x10/11x12/13x18/19x22/23x28/29x30/31x40/41)+…]------------Formula 6 

The number (n) of primes in N/10 odd number with 1 as its last digit is: n=N/10 -{N/10[(1/3) + (1/11x2/3) + (1/13x2/3x10/11) + 

(1/19x2/3x10/11x12/13) +(1/23x2/3x10/11x12/13x18/19) + (1/29x2/3x10/11x12/13x18/19x22/23) + 

(1/31x2/3x10/11x12/13x18/19x22/23x28/29)  + (1/41x2/3x10/11x12/13x18/19x22/23x28/29x30/31) + 

(1/43x2/3x10/11x12/13x18/19x22/23x28/29x30/31x40/41)+…]}------------Formula 7 

The sum of first 20 terms = [(1/3) + (1/11x2/3) + (1/13x2/3x10/11) + (1/19x2/3x10/11x12/13) +(1/23x2/3x10/11x12/13x18/19) + 

(1/29x2/3x10/11x12/13x18/19x22/23) + (1/31x2/3x10/11x12/13x18/19x22/23x28/29)  + 

(1/41x2/3x10/11x12/13x18/19x22/23x28/29x30/31) + (1/43x2/3x10/11x12/13x18/19x22/23x28/29x30/31x40/41)+ 

(1/53x2/3x10/11x12/13x18/19x22/23x28/29x30/31x40/41x42/43) + 

(1/59x2/3x10/11x12/13x18/19x22/23x28/29x30/31x40/41x42/43x52/53) + 

(1/61x2/3x10/11x12/13x18/19x22/23x28/29x30/31x40/41x42/43x52/53x58/59) + 

(1/71x2/3x10/11x12/13x18/19x22/23x28/29x30/31x40/41x42/43x52/53x58/59x60/61) + 

(1/73x2/3x10/11x12/13x18/19x22/23x28/29x30/31x40/41x42/43x52/53x58/59x60/61x70/71)+ 

(1/79x2/3x10/11x12/13x18/19x22/23x28/29x30/31x40/41x42/43x52/53x58/59x60/61x70/71x72/73) + 

(1/83x2/3x10/11x12/13x18/19x22/23x28/29x30/31x40/41x42/43x52/53x58/59x60/61x70/71x72/73x78/79) + 

(1/89x2/3x10/11x12/13x18/19x22/23x28/29x30/31x40/41x42/43x52/53x58/59x60/61x70/71x72/73x78/79x82/83) + 

(1/101x2/3x10/11x12/13x18/19x22/23x28/29x30/31x40/41x42/43x52/53x58/59x60/61x70/71x72/73x78/79x82/83x88/89) + 

(1/103x2/3x10/11x12/13x18/19x22/23x28/29x30/31x40/41x42/43x52/53x58/59x60/61x70/71x72/73x78/79x82/83x88/89x100/101) 

+ 

(1/109x2/3x10/11x12/13x18/19x22/23x28/29x30/31x40/41x42/43x52/53x58/59x60/61x70/71x72/73x78/79x82/83x88/89x100/101x1

02/103)] = 0.333333 +0.060606 + 0.046620 + 0.029444 +0.046086 + 0.01748 + 0.01568 + 0.011966 + 0.010747  + 0.008517 + 

0.007506 + 0.006484 + 0.006032 + 0.005783 + 0.00529 + 0.004953 + 0.004564 + 0.003976 + 0.003861 + 0.003612 = 0.63254 



Every odd number (O9) with 9 as its last digit is a product terms of $1 x$9, $3x$3 or $7x$7. We need to consider only $1, $3, and $7. 

The chance of any odd number with 9 as its last digit to be a non-prime is: [(1/3) + (1/7x2/3)+ (1/11x2/3x6/7) + (1/13x2/3x6/7x10/11) 

+ (1/17x2/3x6/7x10/11x12/13) + (1/23x2/3x6/7x10/11x12/13x16/17) + (1/31x2/3x6/7x10/11x12/13x16/17x22/23) + 

(1/37x2/3x6/7x10/11x12/13x16/17x22/23x30/31) + (1/41x2/3x6/7x10/11x12/13x16/17x22/23x30/31x36/37) + 

(1/43x2/3x6/7x10/11x12/13x16/17x22/23x30/31x36/37x40/41) + 

(1/47x2/3x6/7x10/11x12/13x16/17x22/23x30/31x36/37x40/41x42/43)…]--------------Formula 8 

 the number (n) of primes in N/10 odd number with 9 as its last digit: n=N/10 -{N/10[(1/3) + (1/7x2/3)+ (1/11x2/3x6/7) + 

(1/13x2/3x6/7x10/11) + (1/17x2/3x6/7x10/11x12/13) + (1/23x2/3x6/7x10/11x12/13x16/17) + 

(1/31x2/3x6/7x10/11x12/13x16/17x22/23) + (1/37x2/3x6/7x10/11x12/13x16/17x22/23x30/31) + 

(1/41x2/3x6/7x10/11x12/13x16/17x22/23x30/31x36/37) + (1/43x2/3x6/7x10/11x12/13x16/17x22/23x30/31x36/37x40/41) + 

(1/47x2/3x6/7x10/11x12/13x16/17x22/23x30/31x36/37x40/41x42/43)…]}-----------Formula 9 

The sum of first 20 terms = [(1/3) + (1/7x2/3)+ (1/11x2/3x6/7) + (1/13x2/3x6/7x10/11) + (1/17x2/3x6/7x10/11x12/13)] 

+(1/23x2/3x6/7x10/11x12/13x16/17) + (1/31x2/3x6/7x10/11x12/13x16/17x22/23) +(1/37x2/3x6/7x10/11x12/13x16/17x22/23x30/31) 

+ (1/41x2/3x6/7x10/11x12/13x16/17x22/23x30/31x36/37) + (1/43x2/3x6/7x10/11x12/13x16/17x22/23x30/31x36/37x40/41) + 

(1/47x2/3x6/7x10/11x12/13x16/17x22/23x30/31x36/37x40/41x42/43) + 

(1/53x2/3x6/7x10/11x12/13x16/17x22/23x30/31x36/37x40/41x42/43x46/47) + 

(1/61x2/3x6/7x10/11x12/13x16/17x22/23x30/31x36/37x40/41x42/43x46/47x52/53) + 

(1/67x2/3x6/7x10/11x12/13x16/17x22/23x30/31x36/37x40/41x42/43x46/47x52/53x60/61) + 

(1/71x2/3x6/7x10/11x12/13x16/17x22/23x30/31x36/37x40/41x42/43x46/47x52/53x60/61x66/67) + 

(1/73x2/3x6/7x10/11x12/13x16/17x22/23x30/31x36/37x40/41x42/43x46/47x52/53x60/61x66/67x70/71) + 

(1/83x2/3x6/7x10/11x12/13x16/17x22/23x30/31x36/37x40/41x42/43x46/47x52/53x60/61x66/67x70/71x72/73) + 

(1/97x2/3x6/7x10/11x12/13x16/17x22/23x30/31x36/37x40/41x42/43x46/47x52/53x60/61x66/67x70/71x72/73x82/83)] + 

(1/101x2/3x6/7x10/11x12/13x16/17x22/23x30/31x36/37x40/41x42/43x46/47x52/53x60/61x66/67x70/71x72/73x82/83x96/97) + 

1/103x2/3x6/7x10/11x12/13x16/17x22/23x30/31x36/37x40/41x42/43x46/47x52/53x60/61x66/67x70/71x72/73x82/83x96/97x100/10

1)] = = 0.333333 + 0.095238 + 0.051948 + 0.039960+ 0.030558 + 0.021258 + 0.013926 + 0.011291 + 0.010740 + 0.009222 + 

0.008928 + 0.007323 + 0.006097 + 0.005460 + 0.005076 + 0.004867 + 0.004323 + 0.003569  + 0.003393 + 0.003294 = 0.669804 



Let see $9=9 (3 x 3) first (left side of table 2), we can know there is a bigger chance for (N-$9) to be a prime with 1 as its last digit 

than (N-O9). If N-9 can be divisible by 9, then (N-9)+9 (=N) [9a + 9 = 9(a+1), 9a and 9(a+1) must be divisible by 3 or 9] will be 

divisible by 3 or 9, but N with 0 as its last digit and only 30, 60, 90, 120, 150, 180, 210, 240, 260,… are divisible by 3 or 9,…, and 

we worked on only N and N/2 with 0 as their last digit, only 60, 120, 180, 240,…, (1 in 6) can be divisible by 3 or 9, so the term 

(1/3x5/6) should be taken off from Formula 6. 

For the next prime $9=19, (N-19) cannot be divisible by 19 except 380, 760,…, so (1/19x37/38) should be taken off from Formula 6, 

so on. 

Let n9 represents the total number of primes ($9) with 9 as their last digit in any number N,  the chance of every N-$9 with 1 as its last 

digit to be a prime is: ∆1=1-∑1 = 1– {[(1/3) + (1/11x2/3) + (1/13x2/3x10/11)+ (1/19x2/3x10/11x12/13) 

+(1/23x2/3x10/11x12/13x18/19) + (1/29x2/3x10/11x12/13x18/19x22/23) + (1/31x2/3x10/11x12/13x18/19x22/23x28/29)  + 

(1/41x2/3x10/11x12/13x18/19x22/23x28/29x30/31) + (1/43x2/3x10/11x12/13x18/19x22/23x28/29x30/31x40/41)+…]– [(1/3x5/6)] + 

(1/19x37/38) +(1/29x57/58)….]}---------Formula 10 

When the number of $9 is 4 or more, 4 x[(1/3x5/6)] + (1/19x37/38) +(1/29x57/58)….] >1, so every 4 $9 will have at least 1 prime of 

N-$9 to form 1 pair of primes in which one has 9 as its last digit and another has 1 as its last digit and their sum is any number N in 

which N and N/2 have 0 as its last digit. 

For N = 600 (see table 3), 600 can be expressed as the sum of 15 pairs of primes in which one prime with 3 as its last digit and another 

prime with 7 as its last digit and 600 can be expressed as the sum of 16 pairs of primes in which one prime with 1 as its last digit and 

another prime with 9 as its last digit. 
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1b. When both N has 0 as its last digit, and N/2 has 5 as its last digit.   

Table 3. The odd number pairs in N=O1+O2=(N/2+L-2)+(N/2-L+2) and N=O1+O2=(N/2+L+2)+(N/2-L-2) 



N-7 N-17 N-37 N-47 N-67 N-97 … N/2+L-2 N/2-L-2 … 83 73 53 43 23 13 3 

7 17 37 47 67 97 … N/2-L+2 N/2+L+2 … N-83 N-73 N-53 N-43 N-23 N-13 N-3 

 

Let see $7=7 first (left side of table 3), we can know there is a bigger chance for (N-$7) to be a prime with 3 as its last digit than (N-

O7). If N-7 can be divisible by 7, then (N-7)+7 (=N) [7a + 7 = 7(a+1), 7a and 7(a+1) must be divisible by 7] will be divisible by 7, 

but N with 0 as its last digit and only 70, 140, 210, 280, 350, 420, 490, 560, 630,… are divisible by 7, but we worked on only N with 

0 as their last digit and N/2 with 5 as their last digit, so only 70, 210, 350, 490,…,(1 in14) can be divisible by 7, so the term 

(1/7x13/14) should be taken off from Formula 3. 

For the next prime $7=17, (N-17) cannot be divisible by 17 except 170, 510,…, so (1/17x33/34) should be taken off from Formula 3, 

so on. 

Let n7 represents the total number of primes ($7) with 7 as their last digit in any number N,  the chance of every N-$7 with 3 as its last 

digit to be a prime is: ∆3=1-∑3 = 1– {[(1/3) + (1/7x2/3) + (1/13x2/3x6/7) + (1/17x2/3x6/7x12/13) + (1/23x2/3x12/13x6/7x16/17)  + 

(1/37x2/3x6/7x12/13x16/17x22/23) +  (1/43x2/3x6/7x16/17x36/37x12/13x22/23)+ (1/47x2/3x6/7x12/13x16/17x36/37x22/23x42/43) 

+…,]– [(1/7x13/14)] + (1/17x33/34) +(1/37x73/74)….]} 

When the number of $7 is 5 or more, 5 x[(1/7x13/14) + (1/17x33/34) + (1/37x73/74)…]>1, so every 5 $7 will have at least 1 prime of 

N-$7 to form 1 pair of primes in which one has 7 as its last digit and another has 3 as its last digit and their sum is any number N in 

which N have 0 as its last digit and N/2 have 5 as its last digit. 

Table 4. The odd number pairs in N=O1+O2=(N/2+L-4)+(N/2-L+4) and N=O1+O2=(N/2+L-6)+(N/2-L+6) 



N-9 N-19 N-29 N-59 N-79 N-89 … N/2+1-4 N/2-L+6 … 101 71 61 41 31 11 

9(3x3) 19 29 59 79 89 … N/2-L+4 N/2+L-6 … N-101 N-71 N-61 N-41 N-31 N-11 

 

Let see $9=9 (3 x 3) first (left side of table 4), we can know there is a bigger chance for (N-$9) to be a prime with 1 as its last digit 

than (N-O9). If N-9 can be divisible by 9, then (N-9)+9 (=N) [9a + 9 = 9(a+1), 9a and 9(a+1) must be divisible by 3 or 9] will be 

divisible by 3 or 9, but N with 0 as its last digit and only 30, 60, 90, 120, 150, 180, 210, 240, 260,… are divisible by 3 or 9,…, but we 

worked on only N with 0 as their last digit and N/2 with 5 as its last digit, only 30, 90, 150, 210,…, (1 in 6) can be divisible by 3 or 9, 

so the term (1/3x5/6) should be taken off from Formula 6. 

For the next prime $9=19, (N-19) cannot be divisible by 19 except 190, 570,…, so (1/19x37/38) should be taken off from Formula 6, 

so on. 

Let n9 represents the total number of primes ($9) with 9 as their last digit in any number N,  the chance of every N-$9 with 1 as its last 

digit to be a prime is: ∆1=1-∑1 = 1– {[(1/3) + (1/11x2/3) + (1/13x2/3x10/11)+ (1/19x2/3x10/11x12/13) 

+(1/23x2/3x10/11x12/13x18/19) + (1/29x2/3x10/11x12/13x18/19x22/23) + (1/31x2/3x10/11x12/13x18/19x22/23x28/29)  + 

(1/41x2/3x10/11x12/13x18/19x22/23x28/29x30/31) + (1/43x2/3x10/11x12/13x18/19x22/23x28/29x30/31x40/41)+…]– [(1/3x5/6)] + 

(1/19x37/38) +(1/29x57/58)….]} 

When the number of $9 is 4 or more, 4 x[(1/3x5/6)] + (1/19x37/38) +(1/29x57/58)….] >1, so every 4 $9 will have at least 1 prime of 

N-$9 to form 1 pair of primes in which one has 9 as its last digit and another has 1 as its last digit and the sum is any number N in 

which N has 0 as its last digit and N/2 has 5 as its last digit. 

2. When any even integer (N) has 2 as its last digit, such as 12, 22, 32, 42, 112, 122, 1122, 1132,…, then N/2 has only 6 or 1 as its 

last digit. 

2a. When any even integer (N) has 2 as its last digit, such as 12, 32, 52, 112, 1132,…, then N/2 has 6 as its last digit: 



Table 5. The odd number pairs in N=O1+O2=(N/2+L-3)+(N/2-L+3) and N=O1+O2=(N/2+L+3)+(N/2-L-3) 

N-9 N-19 N-29 N-59 N-79 N-89 … N/2+L-3 N/2-L-3 … 83 73 53 43 23 13 3 

9(3x3) 19 29 59 79 89 … N/2-L+3 N/2+L+3 … N-83 N-73 N-53 N-43 N-23 N-13 N-3 

 

Let see $9 = 9 first (left side of table 5), if N-9 can be divisible by 9, then (N-9)+9 (=N) [9a + 9 = 9(a+1), 9a and 9(a+1) must be 

divisible by 3 or 9] will be divisible by 3 or 9, but N with 2 as its last digit and only 12, 42, 72, 102, 132, 162, 192, 222, 252, 282, 312, 

342, 372, 402, 432, 462, 492, 522, 552,… are divisible by 3 or 9,…, but we worked on only N with 2 as their last digit and N/2 with 6 

as their last digit, only 12, 72, 132, 192, 252,…, (1 in 6) can be divisible by 3 or 9, so the term (1/3x5/6) should be taken off from 

Formula 3. 

For the next prime $9=19, (N-19) cannot be divisible by 19 except 552, 932,…, so (1/19x37/38) should be taken off from Formula 3, 

so on. 

Let n9 represents the total number of primes ($9) with 9 as their last digit in any number N,  the chance of every N-$9 with 3 as its last 

digit to be a prime is: ∆3 =1-∑3 =1– {[(1/3) + (1/7x2/3) + (1/13x2/3x6/7) + (1/17x2/3x6/7x12/13) + (1/23x2/3x12/13x6/7x16/17)  + 

(1/37x2/3x6/7x12/13x16/17x22/23) +  (1/43x2/3x6/7x16/17x36/37x12/13x22/23)+ (1/47x2/3x6/7x12/13x16/17x36/37x22/23x42/43) 

+…,]– [(1/3x5/6)] + (1/19x37/38) +(1/29x57/58)….]} 

When the number of $9 is 4 or more, 4 x[(1/3x5/6)] + (1/19x37/38) +(1/29x57/58)…]>1, so every 4 $9 will have at least 1 prime of N-

$9 to form 1 pair of primes in which one has 9 as its last digit and another has 3 as its last digit and their sum is any number N in 

which N has 2 as its last digit and N/2 has 6 as its last digit.  

Table 6. The odd number pairs in N=O1+O2=(N/2+L-5)+(N/2-L+5) and N=O1+O2=(N/2+L-5)+(N/2-L+5) 



N-11 N-31 N-41 N-61 N-71 N-101 … N/2+L-5 N/2-L+5 … 101 71 61 41 31 11 

11 31 41 61 71 101 … N/2-L+5 N/2+L-5 … N-101 N-71 N-61 N-41 N-31 N-11 

 

Let see $1=11 first (left side of table 6), we can know there is a bigger chance for (N-$1) to be a prime with 1 as its last digit than (N-

O1). If N-11 can be divisible by 11, then (N-11)+11, [11a + 11 = 11(a+1), 11a and 11(a+1) must be divisible by 11] will be divisible 

by 11, but N with 2 as its last digit and  only 132, 242, 352, 462, 572, 682, 792, 902,… are divisible by 11,…, but we worked on only 

N with 2 as their last digit and N/2 with 6 as its last digit, only 132, 352, 572, 792,…,(1 in 22) can be divisible by 11, so the term 

(1/11x21/22) should be taken off from Formula 6. 

For the next prime $1=31, (N-31) cannot be divisible by 31 except 372, 992,…, so (1/31x61/62) should be taken off from Formula 6, 

so on. 

Let n1 represents the total number of primes ($1) with 1 as their last digit in any number N,  the chance of every N-$1 with 1 as its last 

digit to be a prime is: ∆1=1-∑1 = 1– {[(1/3) + (1/11x2/3) + (1/13x2/3x10/11)+ (1/19x2/3x10/11x12/13) + 

(1/23x2/3x10/11x12/13x18/19) + (1/29x2/3x10/11x12/13x18/19x22/23) + (1/31x2/3x10/11x12/13x18/19x22/23x28/29)  + 

(1/41x2/3x10/11x12/13x18/19x22/23x28/29x30/31) + (1/43x2/3x10/11x12/13x18/19x22/23x28/29x30/31x40/41)+…] – 

[(1/11x21/22)] + (1/31x61/62) +(1/41x81/82)….]} 

When the number of $1 is 11 or more, [(1/11x21/22)] + (1/31x61/62) +(1/41x81/82)….] >1, so every 11 $1 will have at least 1 prime 

of N-$1 to form 1 pair of primes in which both have 1 as its last digit and their sum is any number N in which N has 2 as its last digit 

and N/2 has 6 as its last digit. 

2b. When any even integer (N) has 2 as its last digit, such as 22, 42, 62, 82, 102, 1122,…, then N/2 has 1 as its last digit: 

Table 7. The odd number pairs in N=O1+O2=(N/2+L+2)+(N/2-L+8) and N=O1+O2=(N/2-L+2)+(N/2+L+8) 



N-9 N-19 N-29 N-39 N-49 N-59 … N/2+L+2 N/2-L+2 … 73 63 53 43 33 23 13 3 

9 19 29 59 79 89 … N/2-L+8 N/2+L+8 … N-73 N-63 N-53 N-43 N-33 N-23 N-13 N-3 

 

Let see $9=9 first (left side of table 7), if N-9 can be divisible by 9, then (N-9)+9 (=N) [9a + 9 = 9(a+1), 9a and 9(a+1) must be 

divisible by 3 or 9] will be divisible by 3 or 9, N with 2 as its last digit and  only 12, 42, 72, 102, 132, 162, 192, 222, 252, 282, 312, 

342, 372, 402, 432, 462, 492, 522, 552,… are divisible by 3 or 9,…, but we worked on only N with 2 as their last digit and N/2 with 1 

as their last digit, only 42, 102, 162, 222, 282, 342, 402,…(1 in 6) can be divisible by 3 or 9, so the term (1/3x5/6) should be taken off 

from Formula 3. 

For the next prime $9=19, (N-19) cannot be divisible by 19 except 552, 932,…, so (1/19x37/38) should be taken off from Formula 3, 

so on. 

Let n9 represents the total number of primes ($9) with 9 as their last digit in any number N,  the chance of every N-$9 with 3 as its last 

digit to be a prime is: ∆3 =1-∑3 =1– {[(1/3) + (1/7x2/3) + (1/13x2/3x6/7) + (1/17x2/3x6/7x12/13) + (1/23x2/3x12/13x6/7x16/17)  + 

(1/37x2/3x6/7x12/13x16/17x22/23) + (1/43x2/3x6/7x16/17x36/37x12/13x22/23) + (1/47x2/3x6/7x12/13x16/17x36/37x22/23x42/43) 

+…,]– [(1/3x5/6)] + (1/19x37/38) + (1/29x57/58)….]} 

When the number of $9 is 4 or more, 4 x[(1/3x5/6)] + (1/19x37/38) +(1/29x57/58)…]>1, so every 4 $9 will have at least 1 prime of N-

$9 to form 1 pair of primes in which one has 9 as its last digit and another has 3 as its last digit and their sum is any number N in 

which N has 2 as its last digit and N/2 has 1 as its last digit. 

Table 8. The odd number pairs in N=O1+O2=(N/2+L+0)+(N/2-L-0) and N=O1+O2=(N/2+L-0)+(N/2-L+0) 



N-11 N-21 N-31 N-41 N-51 N-61 N-71 … N/2+L+0 N/2-L+0 … 81 71 61 51 41 31 21 11 

11 21 31 41 51 61 71 … N/2-L-0 N/2+L-0 … N-81 N-71 N-61 N-51 N-41 N-31 N-21 N-11 

 

Let see $1=11 first (left side of table 8), we can know there is a bigger chance for (N-$1) to be a prime with 1 as its last digit than (N-

O1). If N-11 can be divisible by 11, then (N-11)+11 (=N) [11a + 11 = 11(a+1), 11a and 11(a+1) must be divisible by 11] will be 

divisible by 11, N with 2 as its last digit and only 132, 242, 352, 462, 572, 682, 792, 902,… are divisible by 11,…, but we worked on 

only N with 2 as their last digit and N/2 with 1 as its last digit, only 22, 242, 462, 682,…, (1 in 22) can be divisible by 11, so the term 

(1/11x21/22) should be taken off from Formula 6. 

For the next prime $1=31, (N-31) cannot be divisible by 31 except 62, 682,…, so (1/31x61/62) should be taken off from Formula 6, so 

on. 

Let n1 represents the total number of primes ($1) with 1 as their last digit in any number N,  the chance of every N-$1 with 1 as its last 

digit to be a prime is: ∆1=1-∑1 = 1– {[(1/3) + (1/11x2/3) + (1/13x2/3x10/11)+ (1/19x2/3x10/11x12/13) 

+(1/23x2/3x10/11x12/13x18/19) + (1/29x2/3x10/11x12/13x18/19x22/23) + (1/31x2/3x10/11x12/13x18/19x22/23x28/29)  + 

(1/41x2/3x10/11x12/13x18/19x22/23x28/29x30/31) + (1/43x2/3x10/11x12/13x18/19x22/23x28/29x30/31x40/41)+…]– [(1/11x21/22)] 

+ (1/31x61/62) +(1/41x81/82)….]} 

When the number of $1 is 11 or more, [(1/11x21/22)] + (1/31x61/62) +(1/41x81/82)….]>1, so every 11 $1 will have at least 1 prime 

of N-$1 to form 1 pair of primes in which both have 1 as its last digit and their sum is any number N in which N has 2 as its last digit 

and N/2 has 1 as its last digit. 

3a. When any even integer (N) has 4 as its last digit, such as 24, 44, 64, 84, 104, 1124,…, then N/2 has 2 as its last digit: 

Table 9. The odd number pairs in N=O1+O2=(N/2+L+1)+(N/2-L+7) and N=O1+O2=(N/2-L+1)+(N/2+L+7) 



N-7 N-17 N-37 N-47 N-67 N-97 N-107 … N/2+L-5 N/2-L-5 … 107 97 67 47 37 17 7 

7 17 37 47 67 97 107 … N/2-L+5 N/2+L+5 … N-107 N-97 N-67 N-47 N-37 N-17 N-7 

 

Let see $7=7 first (left side of table 9), we can know there is a bigger chance for (N-$7) to be a prime with 7 as its last digit than (N-

O7). If N-7 can be divisible by 7, then (N-7)+7 (=N) [7a + 7 = 7(a+1), 7a and 7(a+1) must be divisible by 7] will be divisible by 7, 

but N with 4 as its last digit and only 14, 84, 154, 224, 294, 364, 434, 504, 574,… are divisible by 7, but we worked on only N with 4 

as their last digit and N/2 with 2 as their last digit, only 84, 224, 364, 504,…, (1 in 14) can be divisible by 7, so the term (1/7x13/14) 

should be taken off from Formula 3. 

For the next prime $7=17, (N-17) cannot be divisible by 17 except 204, 544, 884,…, so (1/17x33/34) should be taken off from 

Formula 3, so on. 

Let n7 represents the total number of primes ($7) with 7 as their last digit in any number N,  the chance of every N-$7 with 7 as its last 

digit to be a prime is: ∆7=1-∑7 = 1– {[(1/3) + (1/7x2/3) + (1/13x2/3x6/7) + (1/17x2/3x6/7x12/13) + (1/23x2/3x12/13x6/7x16/17)  + 

(1/37x2/3x6/7x12/13x16/17x22/23) +  (1/43x2/3x6/7x16/17x36/37x12/13x22/23)+ (1/47x2/3x6/7x12/13x16/17x36/37x22/23x42/43) 

+…,]– [(1/7x13/14)] + (1/17x33/34) +(1/37x73/74)….]} 

When the number of $7 is 5 or more, 5 x[(1/7x13/14) + (1/17x33/34) + (1/37x73/74)…]>1, so every 5 $7 will have at least 1 prime of 

N-$7 to form 1 pair of primes in which both have 7 as its last digit and the sum is any number N in which N have 4 as its last digit and 

N/2 have 2 as its last digit. 

Table 10. The odd number pairs in N=O1+O2=(N/2+L+1)+(N/2-L-1) and N=O1+O2=(N/2+L-1)+(N/2-L+1) 



N-11 N-21 N-31 N-41 N-51 N-61 N-71 N-81 … N/2+L+1 N/2-L+1 … 103 83 53 43 23 13 3 

11 21 31 41 51 61 71 81 … N/2-L-1 N/2+L-1 … N-71 N-61 N-51 N-41 N-31 N-21 N-11 

 

Let see $1=11 first (left side of table 10), we can know there is a bigger chance for (N-$1) to be a prime with 1 as its last digit than (N-

O1). If N-11 can be divisible by 11, then (N-11)+11 (=N) [11a + 11 = 11(a+1), 11a and 11(a+1) must be divisible by 11] will be 

divisible by 11, N with 4 as its last digit and only 44, 154, 264, 374, 484, 594, 704, 814,… are divisible by 11,…, but we worked on 

only N with 4 as their last digit and N/2 with 2 as its last digit, only 44, 264, 484, 704,…, (1 in 22) can be divisible by 11, so the term 

(1/11x21/22) should be taken off from Formula 3. 

For the next prime $1=31, (N-31) cannot be divisible by 31 except 124, 744,…, so (1/31x61/62) should be taken off from Formula 6, 

so on. 

Let n1 represents the total number of primes ($1) with 1 as their last digit in any number N,  the chance of every N-$1 with 3 as its last 

digit to be a prime is: ∆3=1-∑3 = 1– {[(1/3) + (1/7x2/3) + (1/13x2/3x6/7) + (1/17x2/3x6/7x12/13) + (1/23x2/3x12/13x6/7x16/17)  + 

(1/37x2/3x6/7x12/13x16/17x22/23) +  (1/43x2/3x6/7x16/17x36/37x12/13x22/23)+ (1/47x2/3x6/7x12/13x16/17x36/37x22/23x42/43) 

+…,]– [(1/11x21/22)] + (1/31x61/62) +(1/41x81/82)….]} 

When the number of $1 is 11 or more, [(1/11x21/22)] + (1/31x61/62) +(1/41x81/82)….]>1, so every 11 $1 will have at least 1 prime 

of N-$1 to form 1 pair of primes in which one prime has 1 as its last digit and another has 3 as its last digit and their sum is any 

number N in which N has 4 as its last digit and N/2 has 2 as its last digit. 

3b. When any even integer (N) has 4 as its last digit, such as 14, 34, 54, 74, 94, 1114,…, then N/2 has 7 as its last digit: 

Table 11. The odd number pairs in N=O1+O2=(N/2+L+0)+(N/2-L+0) and N=O1+O2=(N/2-L+0)+(N/2+L+0) 



 

N-7 N-17 N-37 N-47 N-67 N-97 N-107 … N/2+L+0 N/2-L+0 … 107 97 67 47 37 17 7 

7 17 37 47 67 97 107 … N/2-L+0 N/2+L+0 … N-107 N-97 N-67 N-47 N-37 N-17 N-7 

 

Let see $7=7 first (left side of table 11), we can know there is a bigger chance for (N-$7) to be a prime with 7 as its last digit than (N-

O7). If N-7 can be divisible by 7, then (N-7)+7 (=N) [7a + 7 = 7(a+1), 7a and 7(a+1) must be divisible by 7] will be divisible by 7, 

but N with 4 as its last digit and only 14, 84, 154, 224, 294, 364, 434, 504, 574,… are divisible by 7, but we worked on only N with 4 

as their last digit and N/2 with 7 as their last digit, only 14, 154, 294, 434, 574,…, (1 in 14) can be divisible by 7, so the term 

(1/7x13/14) should be taken off from Formula 3. 

For the next prime $7=17, (N-17) cannot be divisible by 17 except 34, 374, 714,…, so (1/17x33/34) should be taken off from 

Formula 3, so on. 

Let n7 represents the total number of primes ($7) with 7 as their last digit in any number N,  the chance of every N-$7 with 7 as its last 

digit to be a prime is: ∆7=1-∑7 = 1– {[(1/3) + (1/7x2/3) + (1/13x2/3x6/7) + (1/17x2/3x6/7x12/13) + (1/23x2/3x12/13x6/7x16/17)  + 

(1/37x2/3x6/7x12/13x16/17x22/23) +  (1/43x2/3x6/7x16/17x36/37x12/13x22/23)+ (1/47x2/3x6/7x12/13x16/17x36/37x22/23x42/43) 

+…,]– [(1/7x13/14)] + (1/17x33/34) +(1/37x73/74)….]} 

When the number of $7 is 5 or more, 5 x[(1/7x13/14) + (1/17x33/34) + (1/37x73/74)…]>1, so every 5 $7 will have at least 1 prime of 

N-$7 to form 1 pair of primes in which both have 7 as its last digit and the sum is any number N in which N have 4 as its last digit and 

N/2 have 7 as its last digit. 

Table 12. The odd number pairs in N=O1+O2=(N/2+L-4)+(N/2-L+4) and N=O1+O2=(N/2+L+4)+(N/2-L-4) 



N-11 N-31 N-41 N-51 N-61 N-71 … N/2+L-4 N/2-L-4 … 73 53 43 23 13 3 

11 31 41 51 61 71 … N/2-L+4 N/2+L+4 … N-73 N-53 N-43 N-23 N-13 N-3 

 

Let see $1=11 first (left side of table 12), we can know there is a bigger chance for (N-$1) to be a prime with 1 as its last digit than (N-

O1). If N-11 can be divisible by 11, then (N-11)+11 (=N) [11a + 11 = 11(a+1), 11a and 11(a+1) must be divisible by 11] will be 

divisible by 11, N with 4 as its last digit and only 44, 154, 264, 374, 484, 594, 704, 814,… are divisible by 11,…, but we worked on 

only N with 4 as their last digit and N/2 with 7 as its last digit, only 154, 374, 594, 814,… (1 in 22) can be divisible by 11, so the term 

(1/11x21/22) should be taken off from Formula 3. 

For the next prime $1=31, (N-31) cannot be divisible by 31 except 434, 1054,…, so (1/31x61/62) should be taken off from Formula 6, 

so on. 

Let n1 represents the total number of primes ($1) with 1 as their last digit in any number N,  the chance of every N-$1 with 3 as its last 

digit to be a prime is: ∆3=1-∑3 = 1– {[(1/3) + (1/7x2/3) + (1/13x2/3x6/7) + (1/17x2/3x6/7x12/13) + (1/23x2/3x12/13x6/7x16/17)  + 

(1/37x2/3x6/7x12/13x16/17x22/23) +  (1/43x2/3x6/7x16/17x36/37x12/13x22/23)+ (1/47x2/3x6/7x12/13x16/17x36/37x22/23x42/43) 

+…,]– [(1/11x21/22)] + (1/31x61/62) +(1/41x81/82)….]} 

When the number of $1 is 11 or more, [(1/11x21/22)] + (1/31x61/62) +(1/41x81/82)….]>1, so every 11 $1 will have at least 1 prime 

of N-$1 to form 1 pair of primes in which one prime has 1 as its last digit and another have 3 as its last digit and their sum is any 

number N in which N has 4 as its last digit and N/2 has 7 as its last digit. 

4a. When any even integer (N) has 6 as its last digit, such as 26, 46, 66, 86, 106, 1126,…, then N/2 has 3 as its last digit: 

Table 13. The odd number pairs in N=O1+O2=(N/2+L+0)+(N/2-L+0) and N=O1+O2=(N/2-L+0)+(N/2+L+0) 



N-3 N-13 N-23 N-43 N-53 N-73 N-83 … N/2+L+0 N/2-L+0 … 83 73 53 43 23 13 3 

3 13 23 43 53 73 83 … N/2-L+0 N/2+L+0 … N-83 N-73 N-53 N-43 N-23 N-13 N-3 

 

Let see $3=3 first (left side of table 13), we can know there is a bigger chance for (N-$3) to be a prime with 3 as its last digit than (N-

O3). If N-3 can be divisible by 3, then (N-3)+3 (=N) [3a + 3 = 3(a+1), 3a and 3(a+1) must be divisible by 3] will be divisible by 3, 

but N with 6 as its last digit and only 6, 36, 66, 96, 126, 156, 186, 216, 246,… are divisible by 3, but we worked on only N with 6 as 

their last digit and N/2 with 3 as their last digit, only 6, 66, 126, 186, 246,…,(1 in 6) can be divisible by 3, so the term (1/3x5/6) 

should be taken off from Formula 3. 

For the next prime $3=13, (N-13) cannot be divisible by 13 except 26, 286, 546,…, so (1/13x25/26) should be taken off from 

Formula 3, so on. 

Let n3 represents the total number of primes ($3) with 3 as their last digit in any number N,  the chance of every N-$3 with 3 as its last 

digit to be a prime is: ∆3=1-∑3 = 1– {[(1/3) + (1/7x2/3) + (1/13x2/3x6/7) + (1/17x2/3x6/7x12/13) + (1/23x2/3x12/13x6/7x16/17)  + 

(1/37x2/3x6/7x12/13x16/17x22/23) +  (1/43x2/3x6/7x16/17x36/37x12/13x22/23)+ (1/47x2/3x6/7x12/13x16/17x36/37x22/23x42/43) 

+…,]– [(1/3x5/6)] + (1/13x25/26) +(1/23x45/46) +….]} 

When the number of $3 is 3 or more, 3 x[([(1/3x5/6)] + (1/13x25/26) +(1/23x45/46)….]>1, so every 3 $3 will have at least 1 prime of 

N-$3 to form 1 pair of primes in which both have 3 as its last digit and their sum is any number N in which N has 6 as its last digit and 

N/2 has 3 as its last digit. 

Table 14. The odd number pairs in N=O1+O2=(N/2+L-4)+(N/2-L+4) and N=O1+O2=(N/2+L+4)+(N/2-L-4) 



N-7 N-17 N-37 N-47 N-67 N-97 … N/2+L-4 N/2-L-4 … 89 79 59 29 19 

7 17 37 47 67 97 … N/2-L+4 N/2+L+4 … N-89 N-79 N-59 N-29 N-19 

 

Let see $7=7 first (left side of table 11), we can know there is a bigger chance for (N-$7) to be a prime with 7 as its last digit than (N-

O7). If N-7 can be divisible by 7, then (N-7)+7 (=N) [7a + 7 = 7(a+1), 7a and 7(a+1) must be divisible by 7] will be divisible by 7, 

but N with 6 as its last digit and only 56, 126, 196, 266, 336, 406, 476, 546, 616,… are divisible by 7, but we worked on only N with 

6 as their last digit and N/2 with 3 as their last digit, only 126, 266, 406, 546,…, (1 in 14) can be divisible by 7, so the term 

(1/7x13/14) should be taken off from Formula 8. 

For the next prime $7=17, (N-17) cannot be divisible by 17 except 226, 566, 906,…, so (1/17x33/34) should be taken off from 

Formula 8, so on. 

Let n7 represents the total number of primes ($7) with 7 as their last digit in any number N,  the chance of every N-$7 with 9 as its 

last digit to be a prime is: ∆9=1-∑9 = 1– {[(1/3) + (1/7x2/3)+ (1/11x2/3x6/7) + (1/13x2/3x6/7x10/11) + (1/17x2/3x6/7x10/11x12/13) 

+ (1/23x2/3x6/7x10/11x12/13x16/17) + (1/31x2/3x6/7x10/11x12/13x16/17x22/23) + 

(1/37x2/3x6/7x10/11x12/13x16/17x22/23x30/31) + (1/41x2/3x6/7x10/11x12/13x16/17x22/23x30/31x36/37) + 

(1/43x2/3x6/7x10/11x12/13x16/17x22/23x30/31x36/37x40/41) + 

(1/47x2/3x6/7x10/11x12/13x16/17x22/23x30/31x36/37x40/41x42/43) +…,]– [(1/7x13/14)] + (1/17x33/34) +(1/37x73/74) +….]} 

When the number of $7 is 5 or more, 5 x[(1/7x13/14) + (1/17x33/34) + (1/37x73/74)…]>1, so every 5 $7 will have at least 1 prime of 

N-$7 to form 1 pair of primes in which 1 prime has 7 as its last digit and another has 9 as its last digit and their sum is any number N 

in which N has 6 as its last digit and N/2 have 3 as its last digit. 

 



4b. When any even integer (N) has 6 as its last digit, such as 16, 36, 56, 76, 96, 1116,…, then N/2 has 8 as its last digit: 

Table 15. The odd number pairs in N=O1+O2=(N/2+L-1)+(N/2-L+1) and N=O1+O2=(N/2-L-1)+(N/2+L+1) 

N-9 N-19 N-29 N-59 N-79 N-89 N-109 … N/2+L-1 N/2-L-1 … 107 97 67 47 37 17 7 

9(3x3) 19 29 59 79 89 109 … N/2-L+1 N/2+L+1 … N-107 N-97 N-67 N-47 N-37 N-17 N-7 

 

Let see $9=9 first (left side of table 15), if N-9 can be divisible by 9, then (N-9)+9 (=N) [9a + 9 = 9(a+1), 9a and 9(a+1) must be 

divisible by 3 or 9] will be divisible by 3 or 9, N with 6 as its last digit and only 36, 66, 96, 126, 156, 186, 216, 246, 276, 306, 336, 

366, 396, 426, 456, 486, 516, 546,… are divisible by 3 or 9,…, but we worked on only N with 6 as their last digit and N/2 with 8 as 

their last digit, only 36, 96, 156, 216, 276, 336, 396, 456, 516,…(1 in 6) can be divisible by 3 or 9, so the term (1/3x5/6) should be 

taken off from Formula 3. 

For the next prime $9=19, (N-19) cannot be divisible by 19 except 76, 456, 836,…, so (1/19x37/38) should be taken off from Formula 

3, so on. 

Let n9 represents the total number of primes ($9) with 9 as their last digit in any number N,  the chance of every N-$9 with 7 as its last 

digit to be a prime is: ∆7 =1-∑7 =1– {[(1/3) + (1/7x2/3) + (1/13x2/3x6/7) + (1/17x2/3x6/7x12/13) + (1/23x2/3x12/13x6/7x16/17)  + 

(1/37x2/3x6/7x12/13x16/17x22/23) + (1/43x2/3x6/7x16/17x36/37x12/13x22/23) + (1/47x2/3x6/7x12/13x16/17x36/37x22/23x42/43) 

+…,]– [(1/3x5/6)] + (1/19x37/38) + (1/29x57/58)….]} 

When the number of $9 is 4 or more, 4 x[(1/3x5/6)] + (1/19x37/38) +(1/29x57/58)…]>1, so every 4 $9 will have at least 1 prime of N-

$9 to form 1 pair of primes in which one has 9 as its last digit and another has 7 as its last digit and their sum is any number N in 

which N has 6 as its last digit and N/2 has 8 as its last digit. 



 

Table 16. The odd number pairs in N=O1+O2=(N/2+L-5)+(N/2-L+5) and N=O1+O2=(N/2+L-5)+(N/2-L+5)  

N-3 N-13 N-23 N-43 N-53 N-73 N-83 … N/2+L-5 N/2-L+5 … 83 73 53 43 23 13 3 

3 13 23 43 53 73 83 … N/2-L+5 N/2+L-5 … N-83 N-73 N-53 N-43 N-23 N-13 N-3 

 

Let see $3=3 first (left side of table 16), we can know there is a bigger chance for (N-$3) to be a prime with 3 as its last digit than (N-

O3). If N-3 can be divisible by 3, then (N-3)+3 (=N) [3a + 3 = 3(a+1), 3a and 3(a+1) must be divisible by 3] will be divisible by 3, 

but N with 6 as its last digit and only 6, 36, 66, 96, 126, 156, 186, 216, 246,… are divisible by 3, but we worked on only N with 6 as 

their last digit and N/2 with 8 as their last digit, only 36, 96, 156, 216,…,(1 in 6) can be divisible by 3, so the term (1/3x5/6) should 

be taken off from Formula 3. 

For the next prime $3=13, (N-13) cannot be divisible by 13 except 156, 416, 676,…, so (1/13x25/26) should be taken off from 

Formula 3, so on. 

Let n3 represents the total number of primes ($3) with 3 as their last digit in any number N,  the chance of every N-$3 with 3 as its last 

digit to be a prime is: ∆3=1-∑3 = 1– {[(1/3) + (1/7x2/3) + (1/13x2/3x6/7) + (1/17x2/3x6/7x12/13) + (1/23x2/3x12/13x6/7x16/17)  + 

(1/37x2/3x6/7x12/13x16/17x22/23) +  (1/43x2/3x6/7x16/17x36/37x12/13x22/23)+ (1/47x2/3x6/7x12/13x16/17x36/37x22/23x42/43) 

+…,]– [(1/3x5/6)] + (1/13x25/26) +(1/23x45/46) +….]} 

When the number of $3 is 3 or more, 3 x[([(1/3x5/6)] + (1/13x25/26) +(1/23x45/46)….]>1, so every 3 $3 will have at least 1 prime of 

N-$3 to form 1 pair of primes in which both have 3 as its last digit and their sum is any number N in which N has 6 as its last digit and 

N/2 has 8 as its last digit. 



5a. When any even integer (N) has 8 as its last digit, such as 28, 48, 68, 88, 108, 1128,…, then N/2 has 4 as its last digit: 

Table 17. The odd number pairs in N=O1+O2=(N/2+L-1)+(N/2-L+5) and N=O1+O2=(N/2-L-1)+(N/2+L+5) 

N-9 N-19 N-29 N-59 N-79 N-89 … N/2+L-5 N/2-L+5 … 89 79 59 29 19 9(3x3) 

9(3x3) 19 29 59 79 89 … N/2-L+5 N/2+L-5 … N-89 N-79 N-59 N-29 N-19 N-9 

 

Let see $9=9 first (left side of table 17), if N-9 can be divisible by 9, then (N-9)+9 (=N) [9a + 9 = 9(a+1), 9a and 9(a+1) must be 

divisible by 3 or 9] will be divisible by 3 or 9, N with 8 as its last digit and only 18, 48, 78, 108, 138, 168, 198, 228, 258, 288, 318,… 

are divisible by 3 or 9,…, but we worked on only N with 8 as their last digit and N/2 with 4 as their last digit, only 48, 108, 168, 228, 

288,…(1 in 6) can be divisible by 3 or 9, so the term (1/3x5/6) should be taken off from Formula 3. 

For the next prime $9=19, (N-19) cannot be divisible by 19 except 228, 608, 988…, so (1/19x37/38) should be taken off from Formula 

3, so on. 

Let n9 represents the total number of primes ($9) with 9 as their last digit in any number N,  the chance of every N-$9 with 9 as its last 

digit to be a prime is: ∆9=1-∑9 = 1– {[(1/3) + (1/7x2/3)+ (1/11x2/3x6/7) + (1/13x2/3x6/7x10/11) + (1/17x2/3x6/7x10/11x12/13) + 

(1/23x2/3x6/7x10/11x12/13x16/17) + (1/31x2/3x6/7x10/11x12/13x16/17x22/23) + (1/37x2/3x6/7x10/11x12/13x16/17x22/23x30/31) 

+ (1/41x2/3x6/7x10/11x12/13x16/17x22/23x30/31x36/37) + (1/43x2/3x6/7x10/11x12/13x16/17x22/23x30/31x36/37x40/41) + 

(1/47x2/3x6/7x10/11x12/13x16/17x22/23x30/31x36/37x40/41x42/43) +…,]– [(1/3x5/6)] + (1/19x37/38) + (1/29x57/58)….]} 

When the number of $9 is 4 or more, 4 x [(1/3x5/6)] + (1/19x37/38) + (1/29x57/58)….] >1, so every 4 $9 will have at least 1 prime 

of N-$9 to form 1 pair of primes in which both have 9 as its last digit and their sum is any number N in which N has 8 as its last digit 

and N/2 have 4 as its last digit. 



Table 18. The odd number pairs in N=O1+O2=(N/2+L+3)+(N/2-L-3) and N=O1+O2=(N/2+L-3)+(N/2-L+3)  

N-11 N-31 N-41 N-61 N-71 N-101 … N/2+L+3 N/2-L+3 … 97 67 47 37 17 7 

11 31 41 61 71 101 … N/2-L-3 N/2+L-3 … N-97 N-67 N-47 N-37 N-17 N-7 

 

Let see $1=11 first (left side of table 18), we can know there is a bigger chance for (N-$1) to be a prime with 1 as its last digit than (N-

O1). If N-11 can be divisible by 11, then (N-11)+11 (=N) [11a + 11 = 11(a+1), 11a and 11(a+1) must be divisible by 11] will be 

divisible by 11, N with 8 as its last digit and only 88, 198, 308, 418, 528, 638, 748, 858, 968,… are divisible by 11,…, but we worked 

on only N with 8 as their last digit and N/2 with 4 as its last digit, only 88, 308, 528, 748, 968,… (1 in 22) can be divisible by 11, so 

the term (1/11x21/22) should be taken off from Formula 3. 

For the next prime $1=31, (N-31) cannot be divisible by 31 except 248, 868,…, so (1/31x61/62) should be taken off from Formula 6, 

so on. 

Let n1 represents the total number of primes ($1) with 1 as their last digit in any number N,  the chance of every N-$1 with 7 as its last 

digit to be a prime is: ∆7=1-∑7 = 1– {[(1/3) + (1/7x2/3) + (1/13x2/3x6/7) + (1/17x2/3x6/7x12/13) + (1/23x2/3x12/13x6/7x16/17)  + 

(1/37x2/3x6/7x12/13x16/17x22/23) +  (1/43x2/3x6/7x16/17x36/37x12/13x22/23)+ (1/47x2/3x6/7x12/13x16/17x36/37x22/23x42/43) 

+…,]– [(1/11x21/22)] + (1/31x61/62) +(1/41x81/82)….]} 

When the number of $1 is 11 or more, [(1/11x21/22)] + (1/31x61/62) +(1/41x81/82)….]>1, so every 11 $1 will have at least 1 prime 

of N-$1 to form 1 pair of primes in which one prime has 1 as its last digit and another have 7 as its last digit and their sum is any 

number N in which N has 8 as its last digit and N/2 has 4 as its last digit. 

 



5b. When any even integer (N) has 8 as its last digit, such as 18, 38, 58, 78, 98, 1118,…, then N/2 has 9 as its last digit: 

Table 19. The odd number pairs in N=O1+O2=(N/2+L-0)+(N/2-L+0) and N=O1+O2=(N/2-L-0)+(N/2+L+0)  

N-9 N-19 N-29 N-59 N-79 N-89 … N/2+L-0 N/2-L+0 … 89 79 59 29 19 9(3x3) 

9(3x3) 19 29 59 79 89 … N/2-L+0 N/2+L-0 … N-89 N-79 N-59 N-29 N-19 N-9 

 

Let see $9=9 first (left side of table 19), if N-9 can be divisible by 9, then (N-9)+9 (=N) [9a + 9 = 9(a+1), 9a and 9(a+1) must be 

divisible by 3 or 9] will be divisible by 3 or 9, N with 8 as its last digit and only 18, 48, 78, 108, 138, 168, 198, 228, 258, 288, 318,… 

are divisible by 3 or 9,…, but we worked on only N with 8 as their last digit and N/2 with 9 as their last digit, only 18, 78, 138, 198, 

258, 318,…, (1 in 6) can be divisible by 3 or 9, so the term (1/3x5/6) should be taken off from Formula 3. 

For the next prime $9=19, (N-19) cannot be divisible by 19 except 38, 418, 798…, so (1/19x37/38) should be taken off from Formula 

3, so on. 

Let n9 represents the total number of primes ($9) with 9 as their last digit in any number N,  the chance of every N-$9 with 9 as its last 

digit to be a prime is: ∆9=1-∑9 = 1– {[(1/3) + (1/7x2/3)+ (1/11x2/3x6/7) + (1/13x2/3x6/7x10/11) + (1/17x2/3x6/7x10/11x12/13) + 

(1/23x2/3x6/7x10/11x12/13x16/17) + (1/31x2/3x6/7x10/11x12/13x16/17x22/23) + (1/37x2/3x6/7x10/11x12/13x16/17x22/23x30/31) 

+ (1/41x2/3x6/7x10/11x12/13x16/17x22/23x30/31x36/37) + (1/43x2/3x6/7x10/11x12/13x16/17x22/23x30/31x36/37x40/41) + 

(1/47x2/3x6/7x10/11x12/13x16/17x22/23x30/31x36/37x40/41x42/43) +…,]– [(1/3x5/6)] + (1/19x37/38) + (1/29x57/58)….]} 

When the number of $9 is 4 or more, 4 x [(1/3x5/6)] + (1/19x37/38) + (1/29x57/58)….] >1, so every 4 $9 will have at least 1 prime 

of N-$9 to form 1 pair of primes in which both have 9 as its last digit and their sum is any number N in which N has 8 as its last digit 

and N/2 have 9 as its last digit. 



Table 20. The odd number pairs in N=O1+O2=(N/2+L-2)+(N/2-L+2) and N=O1+O2=(N/2+L+2)+(N/2-L-2)  

N-11 N-31 N-41 N-61 N-71 N-101 … N/2+L-2 N/2-L-2 … 97 67 47 37 17 7 

11 31 41 61 71 101 … N/2-L+2 N/2+L+2 … N-97 N-67 N-47 N-37 N-17 N-7 

 

Let see $1=11 first (left side of table 20), we can know there is a bigger chance for (N-$1) to be a prime with 1 as its last digit than (N-

O1). If N-11 can be divisible by 11, then (N-11)+11 (=N) [11a + 11 = 11(a+1), 11a and 11(a+1) must be divisible by 11] will be 

divisible by 11, N with 8 as its last digit and only 88, 198, 308, 418, 528, 638, 748, 858, 968,… are divisible by 11,…, but we worked 

on only N with 8 as their last digit and N/2 with 9 as its last digit, only 198, 418, 638, 858,… (1 in 22) can be divisible by 11, so the 

term (1/11x21/22) should be taken off from Formula 3. 

For the next prime $1=31, (N-31) cannot be divisible by 31 except 558, 1178…, so (1/31x61/62) should be taken off from Formula 6, 

so on. 

Let n1 represents the total number of primes ($1) with 1 as their last digit in any number N,  the chance of every N-$1 with 7 as its last 

digit to be a prime is: ∆7=1-∑7 = 1– {[(1/3) + (1/7x2/3) + (1/13x2/3x6/7) + (1/17x2/3x6/7x12/13) + (1/23x2/3x12/13x6/7x16/17)  + 

(1/37x2/3x6/7x12/13x16/17x22/23) +  (1/43x2/3x6/7x16/17x36/37x12/13x22/23)+ (1/47x2/3x6/7x12/13x16/17x36/37x22/23x42/43) 

+…,]– [(1/11x21/22)] + (1/31x61/62) +(1/41x81/82)….]} 

When the number of $1 is 11 or more, [(1/11x21/22)] + (1/31x61/62) +(1/41x81/82)….]>1, so every 11 $1 will have at least 1 prime 

of N-$1 to form 1 pair of primes in which one prime has 1 as its last digit and another have 7 as its last digit and their sum is any 

number N in which N has 8 as its last digit and N/2 has 9 as its last digit. 

For any even number, Goldbach's conjecture is true. 
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